
H4 VIDEO INTERCOM
REMOTELY IDENTIFY, COMMUNICATE AND AUTHORIZE ACCESS

* Enable Appearance Search on Avigilon analytic cameras with pre-configured Network Video Recorders, or third-party cameras with an Avigilon AI Appliance.  ACC 6 or 7 software required.
Images and user interfaces have been simulated for illustrative purposes. 
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APPEARANCE SEARCH
Use ACC™ software to quickly search for a visitor 
using Avigilon Appearance Search™ technology, 
which incorporates the unique characteristics of a 
person’s face to search for the same individual, even 
if items such as their clothing change over time

The H4 Video Intercom integrates a 3 MP fisheye camera with a high-performance intercom, featuring  
echo-canceling and noise reduction technologies, for clear two-way communication with visitors. Combined with 
Avigilon Control Center (ACC) video management software, this secured entry system enables operators to quickly 
and easily identify and talk with a visitor before remotely granting access.

SELF-LEARNING VIDEO ANALYTICS
Classifies people that appear in front of the intercom 
for operators to enable Appearance Search*  
and sort through hours of video in minutes to locate  
a person of interest

WIDE ANGLE 
OF VIEW
120° vertical angle 
of view to clearly 
capture individuals of 
different heights

LIGHTCATCHER™ 
TECHNOLOGY
Offers exceptional 
detail in low-light 
settings

WIDE DYNAMIC 
RANGE
Captures details in 
scenes with both  
very bright and very 
dark areas

HDSM SMARTCODEC™ 
TECHNOLOGY
Combines compression 
technologies to  
maximize bandwidth  
and storage savings

CONTENT  
ADAPTIVE IR
Adjusts IR beam 
width and illumination 
settings based on 
scene conditions  
to help maximize 
image quality

3 MP

SIP PROTOCOL
Provides greater 
flexibility in routing 
incoming calls, 
integration with 
exchange, and 
decreased downtime
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